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PREFACE 
 
 
The earth is not getting larger, but the global population is right around seven billion, more than 
double what it was in the 1960s.  The political pressure on "harvesting" resources from the few 
remaining wilderness areas is constantly increasing.  Mining, logging, and drilling for oil and 
gas are seen as quick fixes to our economic woes.  It doesn't take a scientist or prophet to 
predict hard times ahead for open spaces, wild animals, and unexploited wilderness.  Anyone 
expecting to "get away from it all" by visiting a national park during summer, fall, or even spring 
is in for a face-slap awakening to the crowds-and-congestion reality of the 21st century.  "See 
it now, while you still can" is not just a radical motto for the lovers of all things wild. 
 
Thus it was that we set our sights on the Far North - not a fly-over-the-Pole type journey, but 
an in-our-own-car road trip to the Canadian Arctic and the wild areas of Alaska that are 
accessible by private vehicles.  How much open space and wildlife could we spot from our car 
and/or from short hikes from a road or highway? 
 
The catalyst to our northern aspirations was our quasi-winning of the Denali road lottery.  
Denali National Park is the number one destination of choice for visitors to Alaska.  The reason 
is simple:  Denali is probably the last/best place left anywhere in the Far North where a wide 
variety of wild animals can be seen in stunningly beautiful natural habitat.  But there is a 
necessary, but significant, drawback.  So many people want to see the park that the Forest 
Service has been forced to require school buses to transport visitors along the 92-mile park-
access road.  No private vehicles are allowed, except during four days in September, provided 
that early snow has not closed the road.  To qualify to be among the lucky 400 private-vehicle 
owners a day who are allowed to make the drive in mid-September, a lottery with a $10 entry 
fee has to be entered in the immediately-preceding June.  In 2010 we entered, but our name 
was not drawn.  In 2011 we again entered, but this time we coaxed one relative and two 
friends to do likewise; it is permitted to transfer your win to another individual by penning a 
signed letter to that effect.  This time, one of our friends won and provided us with the required 
title-transfer letter.  Even though we did not win directly, we would at last be able to drive our 
own vehicle on the Denali National Park access road.  We would stuff our car's trunk with 
professional camera gear and stop when and where we decided to photograph whatever we 
chose.  The only gambles left were arriving timely and having no snow on September 19 or 
any of the three preceding days of the road lottery.  The planning of our road trip to the Far 
North was officially underway. 
 
Once the maps came out and the Google searches began, an intriguing, unpaved all-weather 
road from near Dawson City, Yukon Territory, Canada, clear across the Arctic Circle to Inuvik, 
Northwest Territories, Canada, captured our attention.  Could we drive this Dempster Highway 
in our own vehicle?  Was there any lodging along the route?  What were we likely to see?  
Questions led to more questions, which in turn led to research and even more questions.  We 
were soon hooked and spoke frequently of "dreaming of the Dempster."  The few photos we 
were able to find online showed empty roads snaking through vast tundra bordered by snow-
capped mountains.  This was just what we had in mind, but it was the Canadian government's 
52-page pdf file of the "Dempster Highway Travel Logue" that really hooked us, sinker and all.  
Although we ended up seeing very few of the animals described as likely to be seen along the 
Dempster, the mere chance of spotting and photographing herds of caribou, or better still, 
collared pikas, made the drive irresistible, despite the described possible hazards.
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

CANADIAN ROCKIES 
 
 
  
 
 
On Friday, September 2, 2011, our journey to the Far North began. Rather than driving due 
north from Bellingham to British Columbia, Canada, we chose to head east on the North 
Cascades Highway (WA 20) and join Highway 2 to Spokane near Dry Falls.  From there, it was 
a straight drive through Spokane to the new Hampton Inn in Spokane Valley. 
 
After leaving the Hampton Inn, we made our way to Coeur d'Alene, and then turned north to 
the Canadian border. This route to Jasper, Alberta, in Jasper National Park, Canada, is not the 
shortest, but it allowed us to travel via the Icefields Parkway in Alberta without having to drive 
for 14 to 15 hours in one day.  Two medium-length days seemed like the obvious solution, and 
this got us into the Canadian Rockies sooner, so we could spend the majority of our second 
day soaking in the magnificent sight of granite and slate glistening in the late-summer sun. 
  
Some of the stunning Rocky Mountain summits still had a thin frosting of snow from last winter, 
but mostly the ridges were bare rock and what seemed like golden sand just below their 
craggy peaks. 
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As usual, we had slept too late, and combined with the hour lost to Mountain Time in Alberta, 
the last two hours of the 500-mile drive were in the golden light that comes right before sunset. 
Shortly after the sun disappeared from all but the highest peaks, we stopped by the edge of 
the Athabasca River to capture the always-magical illumination, enhanced on this nearly-
perfect day by a half moon barely over the top of the range. 

Dinner wasn't until after 9:00, so the next day we had to catch up a little on our sleep before 
heading to the Mount Edith Cavell glaciers and the pika colony along the trail to Edith Cavell 
Meadows. From Tony, our friend who manages the Park Place Inn in Jasper, we learned that 
the day we arrived and the week to come were poised to be the best weather in Jasper in over 
a year. All in all, this was not a bad start for a journey to the Far North. 
 
We dedicated our third day to the alpine areas near the Edith Cavell glaciers in Jasper 
National Park. Each time we visit Edith Cavell, the glaciers seem to have melted a bit more. 
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In the past, pikas have always been plentiful along the trail to Edith Cavell Meadows near the 
6,500-foot level, but the warm temperatures and over-abundance of Labor Day travelers made 
it difficult at best to get pikas to pose, or even be seen. 

 The relative scarcity of visible pikas was probably caused by frequent boisterous hikers.  The 
marmots, however, seemed a bit more tolerant. 
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Most abundant of all were the over-socialized chipmunks.  We suspect that hikers have been 
ignoring the rules by feeding them.  This one, at least was eating a mushroom. 
 
Patricia used the time to catch up in the trip journal, write a few note cards, and read her book 
while seated on a bench within hearing and visual distance of the mountain's three glaciers. 
 
The following morning, we took a day trip out of Jasper to drive to the Athabasca Glacier and 
slightly beyond.  

 
 
 

As we approached the headwaters of the Athabasca River flowing over the rocky terrain that 
not so many years back was part of the glacier, the illusion of glistening snow throughout the 
valley presented itself like a desert mirage. The source of the "summer snow" turned out to be 
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millions of dandelion-like seed puffs growing in minute deposits of glacial silt between the 
gravel-size rocks of the receded glacier. 

 

 
Several miles beyond the glacier, we stopped to hike part way up a trail to Parker Ridge. 
Walking by the parking lot, we spotted two bicyclists heading north on the Icefields Parkway.  
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We asked to take their photo, and they even offered to go up the parkway a short way and 
then turn around and pedal to the camera. The two bicyclists were on their last leg of a trans-
Canada bicycle ride, and they came all the way from Germany to accomplish the feat. 
 

 
 
The day's biggest surprise was the sighting of what looked to be a pregnant mountain goat 
grazing alongside the Icefields Parkway. It was only the second time in all of our trips to Jasper 
that we have seen a mountain goat, and the first time was just 15 minutes earlier on a steep 
bank 20 feet below the parkway. You just never know what is going to turn up where, or when, 
for that matter. 
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The drive north and west from Jasper National Park was such a shock to the eyes that we 
were forced to deviate from the macro views and main highway to find refuge from the jobs- 
over-nature mentality that has so thoroughly gripped Grand Prairie and Fort Saint John. Once 
we left Jasper National Park's boundary, the Rockies gave way to rolling hills, quasi boreal 
forest, and many gravel roads leading to drilling rigs for oil and natural gas. Eventually, even 
the trees gave way to logging mills, OSB (composite wood-chips-and-glue plywood substitute) 
plants, coal mines, and highways full of wide-load trucks hauling all manner of structures 
destined for resource extraction. By the time we reached Grand Prairie, pickup trucks were in 
the majority, and by Fort Saint John, any other type of vehicle constituted a distinct minority. 
There were so many pickups in Fort Saint John, relative to other vehicles, that even a Texan 
would be shocked. We are not referencing puny, little F-150 pickups. These guys, gals, girls, 
and boys seem to have a definite preference for the massive, 4X4, off-road, heavy duty, giant- 
exhaust-pipe versions of pickup trucks. The only way we could obtain some measure of relief 
was to drive 20 miles back the way we had just traveled and turn onto a remaining section of 
the Old Alaska Highway. At what used to be mile post 17 of the original highway, constructed 
in 1942 and 1943 by the U.S. military, we came upon the last of the curved wooden bridges 
remaining from the original road. Finally there was something for the hungry camera lens and 
our rattled expectations. Tucked into mixed groves of just-starting-to-turn-color aspen and still-
bright-green conifers, the old wooden trestle curves high above the Kiskatinaw River.  
 

 
 

Leaving Fort Saint John felt more like departing a West Texas town than a western Canada 
settlement 600+ miles north of the border between the United States and Canada.  We left 
early in the morning with high hopes for an eye-popping day of scenery and wildlife. We were 
not disappointed on any front. Once Fort Saint John was 200 miles in our rear view mirror, 
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nature started to trump resource exploitation. Even the highway construction projects 
eventually disappeared.  
 
Typical was this Alaska-bound pickup-bed trailer stuffed with merchandise under blue tarps.  
 

 
 
Before long, the skies and fire-colored foliage started to remind us of traveling through the 
Scottish Highlands in early October. A minor shower would wash our bug-strewn windshield, 
and then the sun would streak through the gaps in the clouds.  
 

 
 
The color, texture, and lighting were so magical that we were totally unprepared for the wildlife 
that materialized like models on a Vanity Fair photo shoot in New York City. Stone sheep, one 
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of the two sub-species of Thinhorn sheep in Northern B.C., appeared against the ultimate fall-
colors backdrop. 
  

 
 
A little farther down the road, a Caribou buck trucked along the misty banks of Muncho Lake. 
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The camera was at the ready to capture both moments. It can't be overstated that photography 
is primarily about being at the right place at the right time. The rest is practice, steady nerves, 
quick vision, and finally the willingness to spend enough money to do it all justice. This time it 
was all there and working. Not every day will be so easy or fruitful, but the memory of this one 
will never fail to inspire resolve.  
 
By the time the sun finally set, we were contentedly tucked into a main-floor room of the 
Northern Rockies Lodge at Muncho Lake. Mendel's theory of "Regression to the Mean" will 
undoubtedly come into play in the future, but never mind: we have at last made it to the hinter- 
lands of the Far North. 
 
The best scenic portions of the Alaska Highway between Muncho Lake, British Columbia, and 
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, are in the mountains near Muncho Lake.  Cold nights and 
frequent rain often shroud the area in fog, but when the mist starts to lift, vast vistas and a 
vanishing-point highway are the travelers' reward. 
 

 
 
Most of the main highways in the northern part of Western Canada and all of Alaska have wide 
verges between the edge of the pavement and the edge of the forest.  Without these wide 
verges, moose, deer, bear, bison, and other wild animals could easily bolt from the forest to 
the middle of the road before a driver could even see them, let alone bring the vehicle to a safe 
stop.  The unintended benefit of the verges is man-made meadows and the grazing 
opportunities that they provide for bison and other herbivores.  Without the verges, animals 
would not be so easy to spot from rapidly-moving vehicles.  The verges are thus a plus for 
safety, grazing, and wildlife photography.  
 
Alongside this section of the Alaska Highway twenty-to-thirty miles northwest of Muncho Lake, 
one is almost certain to see members of the bison herd that calls this area home.  The bison 
are not particularly concerned with motor vehicles, or people for that matter, so the latter often 
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make unsafe decisions, such as using their cell phone cameras outside their vehicles to get 
way too close to the bison. 
 

 
 
Eventually, the Rockies began to fade from view, and the scenery settled down to mile after 
mile of wide verges and relatively flat land.  One notable exception was the overlook of the 
Teslin River Bridge leading to the town of Teslin. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

DEMPSTER HIGHWAY 
 
 
Like children on Christmas Eve, we got to sneak a peek at the start of the following day's drive 
on the much-anticipated Dempster Highway. Most of the day was used to drive from 
Whitehorse in the Yukon Territory to Dawson City, YT.  Along the way, we stopped at a 
seemingly-average rest stop by the unremarkably-named Gravel Lake.  Once again, however, 
nature was marching to her own drummer.  Tamaracks (also known as larch) on the far side of 
the lake were in full color, the sky was packed tight with powerful, non-threatening clouds, and 
a pair of ducks took flight toward the Dempster Highway to the north.   
 

 
 
Since the start of the Dempster is 16 miles east of Dawson City, we got to drive right by the 
intersection during the journey from Whitehorse to Dawson City. The Dempster Highway was 
Canada’s first all-weather road to cross the Arctic Circle, and the highway was developed as a 
response to possible oil development.  First, Eagle Plains was thought to have the potential for 
oil, but this did not work out, so work on the Dempster was halted after 72 miles of roadbed 
had been built.  However, when Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, was discovered by the Americans, and 
large reserves of oil and gas became evident, the Canadians were concerned that the 
Americans could develop the massive oil field without consulting the Canadians, and the 
Canadian government decided that completing the Dempster Highway to Inuvik was necessary 
so that Canadians could assert their sovereignty over the Arctic seabed off the Yukon’s north 
coast in the Beaufort Sea and over the Arctic islands which had not been formally claimed by 
any nation.  The Dempster was started in 1959 and completed in 1979, with about 10 years of 
no work on the highway. 
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We planned to start before sunrise the following day, so we took advantage of the afternoon 
sunshine to photograph the official beginning of the Dempster Highway and the mighty  

 

 
 
Klondike River as seen from the first bridge 200 yards down the road. 
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Before going to bed early in anticipation of a pre-dawn start the following day, we opted for a 
self-guided walking tour of Dawson City.  The buildings were quite fun, albeit a little touristy at 
times.  
 

 
 

 
 
Our waitress at dinner told us that the locals always build an ice track on the Yukon, so they 
can amuse themselves by racing special souped-up cars on the frozen river. Obviously, winter 
gets really cold here, so cold that the yearly median temperature is 10 degrees below freezing. 
Temperatures as extreme, by our standards, of minus 40 to minus 70 are not uncommon! No 
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wonder it only takes about a month for the Yukon River to freeze solid enough to support race 
cars. 
 
There is no fooling around concerning the Yukon River, which forms the western boundary of 
the town. To get to Alaska, as we plan to do after driving the Dempster, we will have to simply 
drive onto the free red-and-white ferry, and then marvel as the captain guns the big engines to 
counter the incredible current of the mighty Yukon River. 

 
 
Even flowing at what seems to be about 20 miles per hour, the river usually freezes solid by 
early November, and then an ice bridge is constructed so that Canadians living on the east 
bank will have a way to get to town to buy supplies. 
 
It would be easy to write off Dawson City as 1890s Disney-fied architecture, but the local 
government has mandated that all structures have to "look like buildings built during the gold 
rush period." This sod-roofed cabin is constructed of 3-inch-diameter birch logs. 
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This tiny, shack-like house boat was floating in the Yukon River within sight of the downtown.  
 

 
 
And this preserved metal siding made entirely of flattened barrels helps to underpin the 
authenticity that the fancier building restorations tend to mask.  
 

 
 
As we walked through the town on a late summer Sunday evening, folk music emanating from 
a river-front gazebo/bandstand stage could be heard from nearly all of the dirt streets.  Mostly 
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locals were gathered in the park to listen to the music and watch the sunset highlight the fall 
colors in the surrounding mountains. 
 

 
 
We left Dawson City before sunrise on September 11 to drive the 25 miles of paved road back 
to the start of the Dempster Highway. On the way to the intersection, we spotted a moose 
alongside the road, but before we could get the car stopped, she had bolted into the forest. 
Even if she had stayed still, it is doubtful that there was enough light for a decent shot. Once 
on the Dempster, but still before sunrise, a fox was spotted, and this time we captured his 
image peering from behind a bush. The photo is less than sterling, but not too bad considering 
that the light was still poor, and the fox was playing peek-a-boo. 
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The sunrise never quite happened, because the clouds were too thick. Instead, high-contrast 
scenes challenged the dynamic range of the camera's sensor.  Every possible image was filled 
with glaring light from the sky and muddy detail for all the unlit objects on the ground. 
 

 
 
With the harsh light, permafrost, infertile soil, and short growing season, some of the 
landscapes took on a modern art appearance that seemed not of this world. 
 

 
 
As we drove to the first and highest (4,500 feet) pass on the Dempster, the weather got worse 
and worse. The temperature dropped into the low 40s and high 30s, and rain started falling on 
and off.  
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First the road developed a sticky coating of mud, but by early afternoon, the "sticky" had turned 
to just plain slick.  
 

 
 
Most of the other drivers we encountered slowed down when they passed going the other 
direction, so as to not cover us with muddy spray or pelt us with gravel. There were, however, 
several notable exceptions. The windshield was hit several times, but there was not any 
serious damage. 
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Even with all of the hardships, we made it to the Arctic Circle, 66 degrees and 33 minutes 
north latitude, before 3:00 P.M.  
 

 
 
The last 10 miles of the Dempster before the Arctic Circle were the worst from the standpoint 
of mud, so it was with less than enthusiasm that we turned around and drove back through the  
same pig wallow to Eagle Plains to get gas ($6.40 per gallon), eat dinner, and spend the night. 
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It is amazing how a little sunshine can change the perception of a situation.  The next morning 
when we left the Eagle Plains Hotel (a stretch at best for one-star status), the second half of 
the 417-mile unpaved Dempster "highway" to Inuvik seemed well within our reach. 
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Some mud remained on the first 40 miles of the highway north of Eagle Plains, but as we 
approached the snow-capped Richardson Mountains, driving improved remarkably.   
 

 
 
 
At the Richardson Mountains Continental Divide, we crossed into the Northwest Territories and 
changed to Mountain Time.  
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From this point forward, the creeks, streams, and rivers flow inevitably to the Arctic Ocean. 
 

 
 
The first large river we crossed via ferry (there is an ice bridge in the winter) was the Peel. 
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About eight miles north of the Peel River crossing, there is a turn off to Fort McPherson, a 
Hudson Bay Company town that is now home to 800 Kutchin First Nations people.   
 
The Royal Canadian Mounties sent a yearly dog-sled patrol along the trail between Dawson 
City and Fort McPherson. In 1911, four men and fifteen dogs set out for the winter patrol from 
Fort McPherson, but the bitter cold, deep snow, and raging winds caused them to get lost.  
The members of the Lost Patrol were found dead, after enduring 53 days of hardship on the 
trail, and sadly, they were only 25 miles from their starting point.  Pictures of the men and dogs 
from the Lost Patrol are found in the dining room of the Eagle Plains Hotel.  The Lost Patrol is 
buried in Fort McPherson’s cemetery (See Appendix 1 for further details and photos). 
 

 
 

The two-lane, gravel/dirt/slate surfaced all weather Dempster Highway is named for Inspector 
William John Duncan Dempster of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.  Inspector Dempster 
was known as “The Iron Man of the Trail” for his legendary dogsled journeys from Dawson City 
to McPherson, sometimes in temperatures of 40 degrees below zero.  It was Inspector 
Dempster who led the unsuccessful mission to rescue the Lost Patrol. 

The Dempster roughly follows the route of Dempster’s trail, and he learned the trail from the 
Gwitchin Indians of the region, who had learned it from their ancestors.  From the turn of the 
last century, Royal Northwest Mounted Police patrols mushed their dog teams up the frozen 
rivers and creeks, over divides between Dawson City and Fort McPherson, carrying mail, 
news, and the law. 

The largest modern-day factory in Fort McPherson is the McPherson Tent and Canvas 
Company.  We stopped in and came away with a high-quality green canvas, multi-
compartment map case for the car and an extremely well-made denim shirt.   

The second free-ferry river crossing was the Mackenzie, which amazingly drains one-fifth of 
Canada. In fact, it is third behind the Amazon and the Mississippi for land mass drained.  
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Perhaps the reason for the Mackenzie's relative lack of notoriety is that it flows north and 
empties into the Beaufort Sea (Arctic Ocean).  

 

 
 
We rolled into Inuvik, Northwest Territories, Canada, on Monday, September 12, at 4:35 P.M. 
Mountain Time. Almost directly under the "Welcome to Inuvik" sign, we spotted two teams of 
white sled dogs pulling ATVs. Apparently, those who are seriously into dog sledding need to 
keep the dogs fit, trained, and on their game, snow or no snow. 
 

 
Inuvik is on the eastern edge of the Mackenzie's massive delta about 90 miles from the Arctic 
Ocean. Once everything freezes solid in November, there is an ice road extending from Inuvik 
to Tuktoyaktuk (commonly referred to as Tuk) on the edge of the Beaufort Sea. The rest of the 
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time, Tuk is inaccessible by road. We don't generally fly anymore (one too many crowded 
airplanes during our careers with the Postal Service), but to see the Arctic Ocean, we were 
willing to make an exception. The 45-minutes-each-way flight was not cheap ($840 for the two 
of us) by our standards of what things should cost, but the weather forecast was nearly perfect, 
and we could not resist this chance-of-a-life-time opportunity. 
 
To the extent that ordinary, modern civilians, thoroughly addicted to technology, can even 
remotely identify with Admiral Perry, we understand his elation. Our dream of making it to the 
Arctic Ocean was about to become reality. 
 
The trip to Tuk began when our tour middleman, Judy, dropped us and a young couple from 
Toronto at the Inuvik airport. After turning over our names at the ticket counter, we settled in to 
wait for our 2:00 P.M. flight. In the meantime, Patricia spotted a stuffed polar bear and cited 
same as evidence that the great white bears are found in this part of the Canadian north. It's 
hard to argue with a stuffed polar bear.  Even better, not far from the stuffed polar bear, there 
was a polar map on the floor that showed Canada, Alaska, Greenland, and all of the other 
countries that extend beyond the Arctic Circle's 66 degree, 33 minutes north latitude. The 
portion of that map that includes Inuvik and Tuk clearly shows their relative proximity. 
 

 
 
At 2:00 P.M., our 6' 6" pilot, Donovan, took us out onto the tarmac to the awaiting Cessna 207. 
Patricia was given the honor of sitting in the co-pilot's seat, the Toronto couple took the middle 
two seats, and I squeezed through the world's smallest door to occupy the two rear seats. 
Donovan said that the back was the best for photography, so that is where I ended up.  
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Take off was without incident, and soon we were flying north along the eastern edge of the 
vast Mackenzie River Delta. 
 
 

 
 
Eventually Donovan changed his heading to northeast, and before long the Arctic Ocean came 
into view.  
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Not far from the ocean, and close to Tuk, we flew by several giant pingos. According to  
Wikipedia: A pingo, also called a hydrolaccolith, is a mound of earth-covered ice found in the 
Arctic and subarctic that can reach up to 70 meters (230 ft.) in height and up to 600 m (2,000 
ft.) in diameter. The term originated as the Inuvialuktun word for a small hill. A pingo is a 
periglacial landform, which is defined as a non-glacial landform or process linked to colder 
climates. They are essentially formed by ground ice which develops during the winter months 
as temperatures fall.  We flew directly over the pingo said to be second in size only to one 
found in Russia. 
 

 
The town of Tuk borders the shore of the Arctic Ocean to its north and a natural harbor to the 
east. 
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Once we landed in Tuk, our First Nations guide, Eileen, took us all through the population-of-
1,000 town to show us a variety of sights.  
 

 
 
 
We saw many, many smoke houses and a replica sod house built in the traditional style. 
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One of the highlights of our tour was an underground town freezer. To access the natural 
freezer, it was necessary to climb 30 feet down a ladder whose rungs were often icy.  
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The purpose of the freezer is to store meat and fish in dungeon-like rooms of permafrost and 
rock. We had to sign a waiver to make the descent to the subterranean freezer, but waiver or 
no waiver, Patricia wasn't going down the ladder. I have to admit that even though I am no 
stranger to ladders, this one was a bit worrisome. Once all the way down to the snow-covered 
floor, I had to duck my head to keep from bashing it on the ice-encrusted ceiling. Eileen and 
the Toronto couple were able to stand up straight and not bump their noggins.  The floor of 
Eileen's freezer was mostly covered with fish she had caught during the previous two days of 
gill netting.  They were all frozen stiff (literally) and still contained head and guts.  It turns out 
that the purpose of this catch was to be rendered into dog food for her brother's team of 
huskies, so nothing fancy had to be done to the fish before they were frozen. 
 
Preparation of Beluga blubber for human consumption is another matter altogether.  Eileen 
explained in great detail how the blubber is cut into strips and sort of pickled in a vat of brine 
that needs to be stirred daily with her bare hands to prevent botulism.  Eileen and her 
husband, whom we did not meet, are an interesting juxtaposition of the past and present.  Our 
tour of Tuk was the last that Eileen was going to lead for 2011.  The following day, she and her 
husband were going to be flown about 250 miles southeast to an absolute wilderness lake on 
property they had leased from the Canadian government.  There they will spend the next eight 
months living mostly off the land in the small log cabin they built.  The only food supplies they 
take with them are flour, sugar, salt, and the like.  Everything else they consume will be 
obtained off the land.  As Eileen put it, should they manage to kill a moose, it will be an easy 
eight months.  While they will clearly be living mostly in the traditional manner using their own 
skills and experience to survive, they also have a generator at the cabin to provide electricity 
for the satellite TV and internet, as well as to charge the battery for their satellite phone, the 
latter being their most valued possession should a medical emergency occur.    
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On September 13, 2011, at 4:23 P.M. we walked right up to the shoreline of the Beaufort Sea 
and strained to see the North Pole. Patricia assumed a sitting position on a shoreline rock 
while nudging a boot against the vast Arctic Ocean. We just couldn't bring ourselves to engage 
in the standard cliché of dipping a toe into the sea.  Eileen told us that earlier in the year, two 
teenage European tourists she was showing around Tuk shed all of their clothes and jumped 
in the ocean. It is amazing what some people will do to be recognized.  
 

 
 
Our biggest surprise concerning the Arctic Ocean was the lack of waves.  We expected at the 
very least something on the order of the Atlantic Ocean shore on the east coast of the United 
States, but alas, the shoreline was more peaceful than that of a typical sheltered harbor.  
Eileen assured us that the wind was quite capable of whipping up good-size breakers, 
particularly during a storm, but judging by how close many buildings were to the open water of 
the Beaufort Sea, it is unlikely that breakers the size of what is normally encountered on the 
open Pacific Ocean on the west coast of North America ever were experienced by the 
residents of Tuk.  Perhaps the Pacific Ocean is simply misnamed. 
 
After leaving the beach, we drove by the assisted-living retirement center that is free for 
qualifying seniors living in Tuk.  Ironically, the center had to lower the minimum-age 
requirement for admission to 55, because of the low occupancy rate.  Canada is quite 
generous, by U.S. standards, so the senior center is a welcome way for the older citizens to 
stay warm and fed during the obviously harsh winter months. 
 
While we walking to our plane at the Tuk airport, we noticed the flurry of construction on the 
new terminal building.  Either tourism is really booming, or the Canadian off-shore oil drilling 
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advocates are planning to renew their presence in the community. Near a mound of gravel by 
the construction project, a rotund ground squirrel stood as if to bid us farewell. 
 

 
 
As our plane climbed and headed west, we looked back one last time at the colorful roofs and 
buildings of this robust First Nations' settlement on the shore of the "peaceful" Arctic Ocean. 
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Flying over the vast Mackenzie Delta, we tried to envision what it would be like to drive on the 
ice road that links Tuk with Inuvik during the winter.  What a cool ride that would be! 
 

 
 
We left Inuvik late the following morning in fog and 39 degrees. There were no Northern Lights 
the previous night (apparently we had missed them the night before), so we vowed to stay up 
late again further on in the trip, perhaps in Fairbanks on Friday or Saturday. The Dempster is 
essentially a 417-mile dead-end road, so we retraced our route south to Eagle Plains. In 
Inuvik, we spent $10 in toonies ($2 Canadian coins) to wash the muck and dust off the car 
from the northbound journey. The return drive was dusty for everyone behind us, but not too 
bad for us. There were a few sections of the road that had been recently sprayed with water 
and/or chemical retardant to minimize dust. The resulting sticky paste was 100% better than 
the chocolate-pudding slop that accumulates from a rain storm, but we knew that we would 
have to give the car another thorough scrubbing in Anchorage. Speaking of road surfaces, we 
never did find the infamous slate shards surface that so many Dempster travelers had warned 
about in their articles. It turns out that the section in question was the roadway between the 
Arctic Circle and the Yukon-Northwest Territories border. But since the time of the articles, 
highway department road crews have pulverized most of the slate shards, and that is 
undoubtedly why we sailed through unaware, without damaging our tires. While we were 
paying for our $6.40 per gallon gas at Eagle Plains late in the afternoon, the manager of the 
gas/garage complex admitted that his tire repair/replacement business was considerably down 
from before the shards were rendered less sharp. 
 
We made excellent time on the first section of our return trip, because the road is Florida flat, 
and we literally drove right on the Mackenzie River ferry without any waiting. Our resulting 
miles per hour average was actually 55 and 1/2 for the first two hours. That's not bad for a dirt 
and gravel surface. It also helped that this time we gained an hour by going from Mountain 
Time back to Pacific Time. Thus it was that we were able to roll into Eagle Plains at 4:30 in the 
afternoon. The extra time was useful for reorganizing the car and consolidating partially-empty  
supply containers. I even had time to talk to a BMW motorcycle rider from Slovenia (He had  
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shipped his bike from France to Montreal.) for more than 30 minutes after he finished filling his 
tank. It turns out that he, like I, is passionate about photography as well as BMW motorcycles. 
He also uses Canon equipment, and one of his cameras is the same model as one of mine. 
We spent quite a bit of time with his map pointing out to each other favorite routes (from the 
standpoint of wildlife and scenery) in northern Canada and Alaska. I left him one of my 
Lenstree Photography cards so we could stay in touch. 
 
After dinner, we walked behind the hotel to an observation platform that evidently had been 
built many years back. The platform made it possible to look way out across the black spruce 
and white spruce to distant mountain ranges that were destined for the next day's travel. It 
wasn't the far-off mountain ranges that caught our eye, however, but rather a genuine Arctic 
snowshoe hare nibbling on the underbrush.  

 
We had been hoping to see a snowshoe hare on this trip, but we never expected the sighting 
would take place on the edge of the tundra at Eagle Plains. I was able to fetch the camera 
from the car and make it back to the platform before the snowshoe hare made a hasty retreat  
into the bushes. In the end, we saw two hares and watched one of them until a raven flying 
overhead sent it scrambling for cover.   
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In the same general area, not long after the hare disappeared, we were treated to a sunset  
 

 
 
 
and the surprise rise of a blood-shot full moon in the brooding skies of the northern Yukon 
Territories. 
 

 
 
It was an unexpected treat for an otherwise uneventful day. That's the great thing about road 
trips; you just never know for sure what's going to turn up next. 
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In the Eagle Plains area, one of the region's most bizarre crime dramas unfolded in 1932. 
 

 
 
It was a bit discouraging when we left Eagle Plains under a light rain and 48 degrees, but by 
the time the Ogilvie Mountains came into sight, sunshine came our way.  
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When we originally traveled the first half of the Dempster, the rain was unrelenting. This time, 
though, we had the opportunity to see the stunning Tombstone Mountains under brilliant sun 
and radiating whiffs of white clouds. 
 

 
 
At our second rest stop of the day, we talked to some hunters who had been caribou hunting 
without seeing a single caribou.  
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We were cheering and laughing on the inside while trying to maintain a polite demeanor on the 
surface. If it weren't for all of the allowed hunting along the Dempster, big game would almost 
certainly be visible. With the allowed hunting, one is lucky to see a mouse, moose, hawk, 
eagle, caribou, or any of the other animals that should be in the area. We were never able to 
locate any collared pika colonies to photograph near the Dempster Highway, and with 
hunting/"harvesting" season being in full bloom, we weren't about to deviate from the main 
road to search for likely pika habitats. While the sun had clearly lifted our spirits, the lack of 
wildlife subjects to photograph had the opposite effect. 
 
 
As so often happens 
when expectations are 
low, a covey of 
ptarmigans, the Arctic 
chickens of the tundra, 
appeared on a bank at 
the edge of the road. 
Like grouse, or even 
quail, ptarmigans are 
not particularly jittery, 
but just when we pulled 
off of the road, a large 
truck passed us 
heading in the opposite 
direction and 
frightened the 
ptarmigans back into 
denser protective cover 
above the road. 
Despite this setback, 
we set off to 
photograph the Arctic 
chickens in their new 
location further from 
the road. It took a 
while, but the mission 
turned out to be 
successful.  
 
Ptarmigans change to 
white just before 
winter, so judging by 
their progress in that 
regard, winter wasn't 
too far away. 
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While certainly not the most graceful of fliers, ptarmigans do manage to get airborne.  They are 
most successful gliding down sloping hills or mountains. 
 

 
 
Thickets of brush and unusually-colored tundra grass often provide nearly-perfect cover. 
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The remaining drive back to Highway 2 and the 25-mile drive to Dawson City went without 
incident in glorious sunshine. 
 

 
 

By early evening, we were back at the Downtown Hotel in Dawson City. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

TO FAIRBANKS AND BEYOND 
 
 
Day 14 we left the Yukon and made our entrance into Alaska. Ours was the only vehicle on the 
ferry across the Yukon at 8:35 A.M., so the 56-mile drive to the lonely Canada/U.S. border 
crossing, at 4,127 feet above sea level, was as if we were on our own private road.  
 

 
 
 
The border guard manning the booth used binoculars to try to read our front license plate so 
he could enter the numbers and letters into his computer. It was hard not to laugh when it 
became apparent that the front plate of our car was so thoroughly caked in mud and dust that 
it was almost impossible to decipher. He must have eventually done so, because when we told 
him that we lived in Bellingham, Washington, he did not seem surprised. It turns out that he 
heralded from Omak, Washington, so discussions concerning Highway 20, Winthrop, and the 
like substituted for the usual "What did you acquire while you were in Canada?" mode of 
questioning. He did ask, however, where we worked, and we gave our standard answer with a 
grin: "We're retired." Patricia headed off the logical next question by offering that we used to 
work for the U.S. Postal Service, to which the guard replied: "Your retirement seems to have 
been a good move, since the Postal Service looks like it is going down the toilet."  
 
We asked the border guard if he had seen any pikas in the area, and he replied that only 
marmots appeared to be in the vicinity. Not finding a single collared pika on the Dempster  
Highway was still weighing heavily on us.  In the United States and the Canadian Rockies, we 
had never found pikas below 4,500 feet, but this was Alaska and the most northerly border 
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crossing in the USA, so maybe collared pikas could make a go of it at 4,100 feet.  The border 
guard told us that two weeks earlier, the caribou herd had come through the pass within sight 
of the border crossing.  This information hardly seemed a surprise to us, considering how 
many Canadian and American ATV-mounted hunters we had seen the previous week of our 
trip.  Just beyond the border crossing, we stopped the car at a one-holer rest stop to check out 
a likely-looking collared pika habitat on the shoulder of the summit above and slightly 
northwest of the border crossing.  As the border guard had said, there were no pikas.  
 

 
 
The remainder of our drive along Alaska's Top of the World Highway (Alaska 5) gave us ample 
opportunity to judge which hunters had the most expensive/elaborate pickup trucks, trailers, 
and ATVs.  Virtually every significant turnout, campground, or rock quarry was packed to the 
gunnels with hunters and their equipment.  We even spotted the occasional 5th-wheeler.  The 
one thing clearly missing was any sign of wildlife on the tundra or in the brush.  Not until we 
reached Tok and headed north toward Fairbanks did the Cabela's fashion show start to wane 
and the brilliantly-blazing leaves of fall dominate the landscape. 
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About midway between Tok and Fairbanks, a sea plane flew directly over our heads and 
smoothly settled down on the surface of a small lake adjacent to the highway. 
 

 
 
After landing, the float plane taxied the remaining distance to the dock below a cabin. 
 

 
 
We want that cabin on the rock, and as long as we are dreaming, the float plane as well. 
Somehow it fits our pre-conception of every Alaskan's dream. All that's missing are a pickup 
truck, a few guns, and an ATV with trailer. What else could anyone want? 
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The closer we got to Fairbanks, the more flamboyant were the golden-yellow leaves of the 
birch and aspen trees lining the highway. 
 

 
 
Our car was the last to be run through an automated car wash in Fairbanks late in the 
afternoon, and both of us were surprised by the magic employed by the workers. It wouldn't be 
until the next day that we discovered what they missed.   
 
The evening at the Hampton Inn in Fairbanks was taken up doing our laundry, the first time on 
the trip.  We only packed enough articles of clothing to get us through two weeks without 
washing and drying, because the goal was to make it home without having to do laundry a 
second time.  We peeked out of our hotel window shortly after midnight in search of the 
Northern Lights which had eluded us in Inuvik.  Alas, it was not to be; clouds and light rain 
filled the sky. 
 
In the morning, we headed out for the tiny town of Circle (also known as Circle City) on the 
Yukon River northeast of Fairbanks.  Once the car reached 45 miles per hour, however, the 
steering wheel started to vibrate and shake.  Obviously, the car wash from the evening before 
had missed some of the Dempster mud on the wheel rims.  The concrete-like consistency of 
the mud acted like the steel weights used to balance tires and wheels, only with opposite 
results.  Our departure from Fairbanks was thus delayed about an hour at a do-it-yourself car 
wash where hot water and soap under high pressure were used, along with the tip of the wand, 
to chip off the offending mud weights. 
 
The Steese Highway intersects Highway 2 about 15 miles north of Fairbanks.  Like so many 
roads in Alaska and northern Canada, the Steese Highway was associated with gold mining.  
Unlike most of the other similar roads, the gold mining connection was indirect.  The main 
transportation for gold mining in the area was down the Yukon River, when it wasn't frozen, to 
the town of Circle.  The town was used as a supply point for numerous gold camps and was  
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established in 1893, ten years before Fairbanks and four years before the start of the famous 
Klondike gold rush in 1896.  During its heyday, there were over 700 inhabitants, and Circle 
was the largest mining town in the Yukon area.  These days, the settlement has reverted to a 
mostly First Nations (85%) population of 104 people living in 40 dwellings.  The sign at the 
river's edge recalls the town's history and gives amazing statistics concerning the Yukon River. 
 

 
 
The Steese Highway was originally established as a dogsled trail to carry mail from Circle to 
the various mining camps.  These days, a modern U.S. Post Office adorns the town. 
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In 1896, Circle, mistakenly named because it was thought to be within the Arctic Circle, had a 
commercial store, opera house, library, Episcopal Church, more than eight dance halls, school, 
and hospital.  Today there are still a school and a clinic/hospital, but with the financial 
problems currently being experienced by the Postal Service, the continued existence of any 
small post office is never a sure thing.  At least the Yukon River is likely to continue flowing 
strongly for some time to come. 
 

 

 
 
The dogsled trail from Circle finally made the conversion to full-scale road in 1927.  General 
James G. Steese was in charge of the construction, so the "highway" was given his name.  It 
wasn't until 1984 that the Steese Highway was opened to year-around travel, and even today, 
most of the roadway remains unpaved.  Countless birch with golden leaves helped take our 
minds off the less-civilized sections of dust, mud, and potholes. 
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The highest of the three passes encountered on the Steese Highway is 3,624-foot Eagle 
Summit.  A short distance before the pass, we stopped at a trailhead to once again continue 
our search for collared pikas.  Since all the pavement is on the Fairbanks portion of the road, 
our car still maintained some of the polish from earlier washes. 
 

 
 
 
Despite the cold temperatures and a dusting of snow, we elected to embark on the Pinnell 
Trail.  There weren't any visible talus rock piles to encourage the quest for pikas, but the trail 
itself seemed moderate, and an Animals-in-the-Area sign mentioned the possibility of pika 
pups.  Another sign proclaimed that this was the most-northerly maintained trail in Alaska. 
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Just when we finished debating whether to turn around because of deepening snow, a fresh 
bear track added a sense of urgency to the decision for a course reversal. 
 

 
 
On the way down, we connected with the nature trail loop which contained a sign documenting 
the plight of the local caribou herd.  How sad that the year 1935 herd size is so diminished!  
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We stood for about ten minutes, searching clear to the horizon for any sign of the herd.  Not 
even a lone pair of caribou, fresh tracks, or scat rewarded our efforts.  As far as the eye could 
see, just empty tundra-covered hills met our hope-strained gaze. 
 

 
 

Once over Eagle Pass, the road straightened out and made a steady decline for Yukon Flats 
and the small, mostly-residential community of Central.  In 1970, volunteers from the town 
cleared land for a museum commemorating the gold-mining days of the late 19th century.  The 
mining equipment gathered for the museum was often too large to fit into the building, so now 
it sits idle in the cleared field, providing stark contrast to the surrounding birch. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

DRIVING DENALI 
 
Denali National Park and Preserve may well be the crowning jewel of the national park system 
in the United States – perhaps all of North America as well - maybe even the world.  It is hands 
down the number one destination of all visitors to Alaska, and we were no exception.  The park 
was, after all, the primary driver of our trip to the Far North.   
 
Established in 1917 as Mount McKinley National Park, Denali National Park contains a 
stunning six million acres.  Much of Denali’s legacy exists today because the Athabascan First 
Nations people have nurtured the land.  Denali was their name for the mountain, and today 
Mount McKinley and Denali are both used to refer to the mountain.  Charles Sheldon, a 
naturalist and environmentalist, was determined to establish a park after he traveled to Denali 
with his guide, Harry Karstens, who later made the first ascent of Mount McKinley and was the 
park’s first superintendent.   
 
The 92-mile-road is primitive, mostly unpaved, and curves through the Denali wilderness.  
Travel on this road has been restricted since 1972 to bus tours, as too many vehicles would 
likely disturb the wildlife in their native habitat. 
 

 
 
Roads and wilderness seldom play well together, yet without roads, even primitive roads, large 
numbers of potential visitors would be locked out of seeing one of the world's most magnificent 
ecological systems, unfenced, unencumbered by natural resources extraction, and mostly  
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undisturbed by the human predation historically referenced as hunting, but mostly these days 
euphemistically spun as "harvesting."  Without Denali's nearly unprecedented 92-mile road, all 
but seasoned hikers and climbers would be left to view the park's myriad of treasures on 
National Geographic specials or the like. 
 
Yet the popularity of driving any sort of road into the heart of this wilderness, teaming with 
grizzly bears, caribou, moose, Dall sheep, and so forth, could easily destroy the very wildness 
so many yearn to see.  So it was that the U.S. Forest Service made the decision in 1972 to 
limit access to the unpaved 80+ miles beyond Savage River to visitors riding in school buses.  
But being packed into school buses full of tourists, and having those buses stop mainly where 
the driver sees fit, is not everybody's dream for observing wilderness.  Add bulky camera gear 
(lenses, cameras, tripod, and the like), and a school bus environment simply will not suffice. 
 
So it was that we took our chances with the alternative.  For four days in September, private 
vehicles are allowed to drive the length of the Denali road.  To achieve this great privilege, one 
must enter the Denali Road Lottery which costs $10, and the lucky chosen few are allowed to 
drive the entire 92 miles on their day. Only 400 vehicles are allowed to drive on each of the 
four days, so out of the thousands of entries, only 1,600 vehicles get to drive the road.  One 
can start driving on the road at 6:30 A.M., but at that time, darkness prevails, so we elected to 
start our trek at 7:00 A.M., figuring that it would take a while to get to the areas where it would 
be likely that we would see the animals that have made the park so famous around the world. 
 
The 120-mile drive from Fairbanks to Denali on the day before we were scheduled to drive the 
park road left us ample time to pick up our pass (a pink card displaying a large "4" for the 4th 
and final day of the road lottery) from the visitor center and head up the ten miles of paved, 
unrestricted road to try to glimpse Mount McKinley, a feat only about 1/3 of the park's visitors 
actually accomplish.  Considering the mountain's height, it is amazing it is ever cloud free.  
This day, however, we were partially in luck.  Denali was visible some 60 miles to the 
southwest, but the view came with a low-angle sun shining almost directly at the camera lens. 
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Feeling truly blessed to have seen the park's namesake, we turned around to go back to the 
small town we had driven through earlier in the day, McKinley Park, to check into our room at 
the Princess Wilderness Lodge.  On the way back to McKinley Park, we were lucky enough to 
see a cow moose with her barely-visible yearling in a willow thicket.  Willows are said to be the 
favorite food of moose in the park. 
 

 
 
Slightly farther down the road, we stopped at a rest area and overheard a ranger speaking to a 
bus load of tourists.  As it happened, the subject was snowshoe hares.  Apparently the park 
was experiencing the bottom of the normally-varying snowshoe hare population cycle, so 
instead of the 500 or so hares per acre at the peak of the cycle, the current average was closer 
to one or two per acre.  Without Eagle Plains, we might have missed seeing any snowshoe 
hares.  Before leaving home, both of us thought that these wonderful animals would be seen 
running all over the tundra in Denali.  As it turned out, the only snowshoe hares that we saw in 
the park were alongside the restricted section of the 92-mile park road the following morning, 
and we only saw them because it was still dark, and they were caught in our headlights. 
 
It turned out that the Denali Princess Wilderness Lodge is associated with the Princess Cruise 
Line people, and since the last bused-to-the-lodge tourists were slated to leave two nights 
hence, the lodge would be closing the day after we drove into the park.  Traveling in mid-to-
late September in Alaska has the advantages of beautiful fall colors and virtually no 
mosquitoes, but on the downside, lots of businesses tend to be closed, and then there are the 
hunters who make it nearly impossible to see wildlife alongside the highways.  There is one 
more not-insignificant advantage to late-season travel: quality lodging can often be obtained 
for bargain rates.  Such was the case at the Denali Princess. 
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Our sleep was somewhat fitful the night before our long-anticipated drive into the park.  Just to 
get to the eve of driving our own vehicle all the way to the end of the park road, we had to first 
either win the lottery, or have a friend win it for us.  Even more important, it has to not snow on 
your scheduled day, and considering how cold it was the night before our drive, it really could 
have happened that snow actually closed the road.  But we did win the road lottery through a 
friend, and we had been among the lucky 1/3 who see the mountain cloud free, so luck 
continued to be with us, and we left the lodge shortly before 7:00 A.M. with no snow in sight. 
 
The first caribou appeared early morning in what seemed to be a family group of three.  
Judging from the buck's antlers, he had seen more than his share of fighting with other bucks. 
 

 
 

The second group of caribou was a small herd of 20 to 30 animals.  One large buck stood out 
as the likely patriarch; he went wherever he chose, free from challenge by other bucks. 
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By mid-day, we were able to see Mount McKinley without interference from lesser mountains. 
 

 
 

Denali's vertical relief of about 18,000 feet is greater than Mount Everest.  Permanent 
snowfields cover more than 75% of the mountain and feed the many glaciers at its base.  The 
granite and slate core is overlain by hundreds-of-feet-thick ice in many places. 
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Later in the afternoon, we came upon a grizzly sow foraging on tundra bushes. 
 

 
 

She rarely stopped eating and/or moving except to check on her yearling cubs or to teach 
them how to dig.  One of the cubs turned out to be a virtual earth mover, but the other never 
did see the point of all that effort and mess.  The ease at which these bears could move 
boulders buried in the ground was more than enough to earn our respect for their strength. 
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In the area known as Polychrome Mountain, we came across a red fox stripping what 
appeared to be over-ripe blueberries from a virtual sea of red-leafed bushes. 
 

 
 

The last animals we saw on our drive through the park first appeared as tiny white dots high on 
the slopes of Sable Mountain.  By using our most powerful telephoto lens, we were able to see 
one of the dots transform into a recognizable Dall sheep. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

OLD DENALI HIGHWAY 
 
Vowing to enter the road lottery again next year, we headed south to Anchorage the long way.  
Prior to 1971, the paved George Parks Highway linking Anchorage, Denali, and Fairbanks did 
not exist, so motorists wishing to visit Denali National Park had to drive on the 135-mile long, 
east-west Highway 8, now called the Old Denali Highway.  Despite being 90% dirt and gravel 
and containing more than enough potholes to keep any driver on his/her toes, the Old Denali 
Highway became our route of choice for the journey from Denali National Park to Anchorage.  
It should be obvious to anyone why the National Forest Service chose 1972 as the year to 
implement the bus system for Denali National Park visitors.  The old highway is not vehicle 
friendly, as we learned when we shattered a plastic gas tank shield on the underside of our 
car.  Clearly, the access road prior to 1971 served as a means of limiting park vehicular traffic.  
Once the driving distance was shortened and the surface of the new road paved, the open 
virtual flood gates evidently yielded more vehicles on the 92-mile primitive road through the 
park than was good for the welfare of the animals. 
 
As we started up the highway, pickup truck after pickup truck passed us going the other way. 
Nearly all of the trucks were pulling trailers containing ATVs, hunting gear, and the occasional 
antlers and carcasses of a moose or caribou. Apparently moose and caribou were harder to 
find this year. We wondered why. We also wondered why the moose season had been 
extended five days. To anyone who loves to view wildlife in the wild, our advice is to visit 
Alaska before hunting season begins.  The Old Denali Highway is now one of Alaska's primary 
back-country access roads for hunters of moose and caribou. 
 
The land, however, retains its natural beauty.  We were particularly taken by the Talkeetna 
Mountains prominently visible from the western section of the highway. 
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We even stopped for a while to watch a fly fisher ply his skill on a nearby lake.  He caught fish 
on nearly every cast, but none were of sufficient size to keep. 
 

 
 

Toward the eastern end of the highway, the Alaskan Range came into view.  Susitna was one 
of several glaciers distantly visible through the haze. 
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A sign at a rest stop helped answer our questions regarding the Old Denali Highway's origin.  
As we had learned to expect, Indian hunting trails had been the basis for mining trails, which 
eventually became the origin for the route used by the engineers who designed the highway. 
 

 
 

After reaching Paxton, we drove south on the Richardson Highway and then southwest on the 
Glenn Highway.  About 90 miles out from Anchorage, the stunning Matanuska Glacier came 
into view.  This was the closest so far on the trip that we had come to an Alaskan glacier. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

HATCHER PASS 
 
The plan all along had been to spend a few nights in the relative luxury of the Anchorage Hilton 
Garden Inn.  Since we had the points for a free stay, and there are plenty of fun day trips when 
using Anchorage as a base, it seemed like a logical move to stay in the city each night and 
venture forth to the scenic surroundings during the day. 
 
First on our list of places to see was Hatcher Pass.  It is only about 70 miles north of 
Anchorage on the southern slopes of the same Talkeetna Mountains whose northern flanks 
had so magnificently presented themselves during our west-to-east drive on the Old Denali 
Highway.  The hope, of course, was to finally find the elusive collared pika, but the elevation of 
the pass (3,886 feet) fostered skepticism.  Pikas in the Rockies, Cascades, and Sierra Nevada 
Mountains typically establish colonies between 4,500 to 12,000 feet in elevation.  Still, we were 
in Alaska where average yearly temperatures in the mountains trend lower than at lesser 
latitudes, so maybe we would get lucky and see the silver northern cousins of the reddish-
brown American pika with which we were familiar.  Be they American pika, Mongolian pika, or 
collared pika, all of these small members of the rabbit family require talus (loosely-piled rocks) 
for shelter, nearby grass, heather, flowers, etc., for food, and summer temperatures generally 
not in excess of 85 degrees.  The latter requirement is the reason pikas are usually found at 
relatively-high altitudes in the mountains.  The same high-temperature intolerance is the likely 
reason more and more scientists are accepting research conclusions that pikas as a species 
are in grave danger from global warming.  While nowhere nearly as large as polar bears, pikas 
may also be the proverbial canaries in the coal mine of global warming  
 
So off we went heading north from Anchorage to Palmer in search of the Fishhook Road 
turnoff to Hatcher Pass.  Just beyond the intersection, we paused to look back to the southeast 
at the glaciers spilling off the higher slopes of the Chugach Mountains. 
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Another ten miles up the paved road, we came upon the Little Susitna River.  The banks were 
ablaze in the golden-yellow hues of birch autumn leaves in south-central Alaska. 
 

 
 

As grades steepened and trees and brush gave way to tundra, a man hanging from a 
paraglider skimmed low and effortlessly on wind currents rushing up the mountain slopes. 
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Always when we find ourselves on improbable roads in mountainous areas, we wonder how 
the route came to be.  The answer in this case, as in many other cases, is mining activity in the 
early 1900s.  Unlike similar roads, there were no historical native settlements in the area.  Gold 
mining was the cause of the road being built, and over 500,000 ounces of gold has been 
produced from this district.  Underground hard-rock mining of gold from quartz veins accounts 
for most of the mineral wealth extracted from Hatcher Pass, although placer mining in stream 
beds continues sporadically even now.  The Independence Mine State Historical Park marks 
the end of the paved road. 
 

 
 

In the same area at a slightly lower elevation, Hatcher Pass Lodge offers bare-minimum 
accommodations without running water or in-cabin toilets, but all cabins with stunning views. 
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From the Hatcher Pass Lodge, the road named for prospector/miner Robert Hatcher takes a 
right-angle turn due west and double-downs on the grade.  Potholes become impossible to 
avoid, and wheel-spin washboards become the norm.  The higher the road ascends, however, 
the better the view of the distant valley near Palmer and the Chugach Mountains beyond. 
 

 
 

Judging from the 3,600-feet reading on our altimeter, we were almost 300 feet shy of the 
summit/pass when what looked to be perfect collared pika habitat came into view. 
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In addition to ideal talus and readily-abundant food, this site also had a southern exposure.  A 
defining characteristic of pikas is the gathering and stacking of plant material into large 
(relative to the typical 5.5-ounce pika) piles termed haystacks.  These haystacks are often 
found under south-facing rock overhangs, presumably to shelter the contents from rain/snow 
without blocking sun exposure.  On several occasions, we have even witnessed American 
pikas "turning" their haystacks by burrowing into the haystack base and explosively jumping 
up.  A lot of the appeal of observing pikas is the similarity between their gathering/making hay 
behavior and that of traditional human farmers.  Unlike farmers, however, pikas do not have 
fall-back positions for unusually severe winters.  Since pikas don’t hibernate, they have to 
survive the winter (no matter how long) under talus and a thick blanket of snow by feeding on 
their stored-and-cured hay.  If they store too little hay, or put all their hay into only one stack, 
the result could easily be starvation.  The one concern about this otherwise perfect site was 
the relatively-low elevation.  Would we once again fail to find collared pikas? 
 
Excited and apprehensive, we grabbed the hand-held camera with the 28-300 mm lens 
attached and walked slowly and quietly to the talus.  Once there, seemingly every rock was 
observed as we looked for collared pika.  Not a single one was found. Disappointed, we 
returned to the car and were about to put the camera away when the sound of a faint bark 
came from the rocks we had just been scanning for the previous 15 minutes. Immediately we 
returned to the rocks and looked long and hard for the maker of the high-pitched barking-
whistle sound. A suspicious bump on the top of a larger-than-average rock caught our 
attention.  The 300 mm lens was focused on the suspicious rock, but even then, we couldn't 
tell if a collared pika was adorning its top. 
 

 
 
Only when we enlarged the image on the LED screen on the back of the camera could we be 
certain that there was indeed a collared pika present.  The long wait was finally over! 
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The wildlife photography gear (tripod, 22-megapixel camera, and 750 mm lens) was quickly 
fetched from the car.  Back at the talus site, an impish-looking collared pika posed for his 
portrait. 
 

 
 
Soon thereafter, another collared pika in the jumble of rocks was seen guarding his haystack. 
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One collared pika paused mid dash, as if to show off his mouthful of freshly-gathered "hay." 
 

 
 

Pikas anywhere in the world have to be constantly on guard for predators.  The high-pitched 
barking-whistle sometimes heard by hikers is part of the pika community early warning system. 
Despite being territorial about their own haystacks, each pika assumes the responsibility of 
warning the rest of the pika community when potential predators are spotted. The exception to 
the warning whistle is for smaller predators, such as weasels and pine martins.  Pikas seem to 
instinctively know better than to give away their location to any predator that will chase them 
under the rocks.  On one of the three days that we visited Hatcher Pass, a golden eagle 
floating on the mountain updrafts triggered the warning system multiple times. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

KENAI PENINSULA  
 

The number one dilemma about visiting Alaska is choosing which sights to include in the 
available time and which to leave for the next trip.  We literally could have spent all of our 
remaining Alaska travel time at Hatcher Pass looking for other pika colonies and exploring gold 
mines; as it turned out, we spent more time there than originally planned.  To make up for the 
indulgence, our two expected trips to the Kenai Peninsula had to be condensed into one day.   
 
Heading south from Anchorage on the Seward Highway, we soon encountered the eastern 
shore of Turnagain Arm.  The unusual name for this large ocean inlet derived from some very 
famous explorers of the Pacific Northwest.  Captain James Cook's 1778 expedition in search 
of the assumed Northwest Passage (a sea route through the Arctic Ocean to connect the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans) brought him to a large body of water between what is today 
mainland Alaska and the Kenai Peninsula.  This inlet was later named Cook Inlet by Captain 
George Vancouver in 1794.  Vancouver had sailed with Cook in the 1778 expedition to 
discover the Northwest Passage, but it was the infamous William Bligh of Mutiny on the Bounty 
fame, serving as Captain Cook's Sailing Master on Cook's third and final expedition in search 
of the Northwest Passage, who named Turnagain Arm.  Even though Bligh was of the opinion 
that both major arms of the inlet were mouths of rivers, Cook ordered him to check them out to 
be sure that neither was the elusive Northwest Passage.  The northern-most arm of the inlet 
turned out to be the mouth of the present-day Knik River, hence the name Knik Arm.  The 
southern arm off Cook Inlet was also a dead end, and it was probably the frustration of having 
to turn around again which prompted Bligh to name the body of water Turnagain Arm.   
Looking toward the eastern shore of Turnagain Arm and its connection to Cook Inlet, it's easy 
to imagine Cook's fantasy of the Northwest Passage discovered at last. 
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While it was unwelcome news to Captain Cook that Turnagain Arm ended at the mouth of two 
rivers, rather than providing access to the Northwest Passage, one of those rivers, Portage, 
has at its source a wonderful opportunity for modern-day visitors.  Portage Lake, the origin of 
Portage River, is populated with icebergs that have calved off the Portage Glacier. 
 

 
 
In a similar fashion, Spencer Glacier supplies the ice melt for the Placer River, which in turn 
flows into Turnagain Arm very close to the mouth of Portage River.  But Portage Glacier Road 
goes right by the northern end of Portage Lake, and visitors wishing to see the much smaller 
pond/lake at the terminus of Spencer Glacier first have to hike about ten miles south of 
Turnagain Arm on the Iditarod Historic National Trail.  Also, there is a not-to-be-missed visitor 
center at Portage Lake, and arrangements can be made there for a boat tour of the lake.  
Visitors wishing to see where the lake meets the terminus of the glacier need to take the boat 
tour around a promontory at the southern end of the lake. 
 
While chatting with one of the rangers in the Portage Lake Visitor Center, we asked him where, 
other than Hatcher Pass, we would be likely to see collared pikas without having to hike more 
than a mile from a road.  This is not an easy question to answer, because there simply are not 
very many roads in Alaska that reach a pika-friendly altitude of 3,500 or more feet.  And even if 
the elevation requirement is satisfied, there are still the previously-mentioned talus, food 
supply, and at least some southern exposure to be met. 
 
The ranger gave our question considerable thought before coming up with a suggestion.  He 
said that he could not personally verify the existence of collared pikas near the end of the 
Palmer Creek Road southeast of Hope, but he thought that it would at least be worth a look. 
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That, of course, was enough for us, and we immediately set off for Hope, fully cognizant of the 
irony of the town’s name relative to our mission.  We never actually drove into the heart of 
Hope, which is situated on the southwestern shore of Turnagain Arm, approximately where it 
joins Cook Inlet, because the Palmer Creek Road turnoff was east of the town proper.  The 
road was an unpaved one-lane obstacle course softly lighted by birch trees in fall splendor. 
 

 
 

As the road neared 3,000 feet, trees started to give way to color-palette tundra and rolling hills. 
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Evidence of old mines was clearly visible, but a stream flowing down the middle of a narrowing 
Jeep trail was evidence enough that none of the mines were currently active.  Worse yet, the 
only visible talus was well beyond the gate that closed off the last two miles of the road/trail.  
Using the magnification from the telephoto lens on the camera, we saw clearly that the minimal 
talus was in the shade and totally lacking southern exposure.  We knew again how Bligh had 
felt when he turned around and headed back the way he had come. 
 
Back on the Seward Highway, we headed due south toward the road’s end at Seward.  
Seward is situated at the northern end of Resurrection Bay, a name credited to the Russian, 
Alexander Baranov.  Baranov was hired in 1792 by the Siberian merchant Grigor Shelikhov, 
who built the first Russian settlement on Kodiak Island, to build ships in the new colony.  On 
Easter Sunday in 1793, Baranov entered the bay where he planned to set up his shipbuilding 
operation, and that date evidently led him to name the inlet Resurrection Bay.  The first 
Russian ship to be built in Baranov’s yard, the Phoenix, set sail in August 1794, but to date, no 
confirmed artifacts from the Russian shipbuilding site have ever been found. 
 
Seward’s official date of founding, August 28, 1903, came considerably later than the Russian 
shipbuilding enterprise and was a result of a landing party headed by the Ballaine brothers 
who founded the Alaska Central Railroad, but Baranov’s “Resurrection” names persisted.  
Today there are Resurrection Peaks, a Resurrection Trail (from Seward to the 1895 gold strike 
town of Hope where we had just been), and a Resurrection River.  The Exit Glacier Road, 
which intersects the Seward Highway about four miles north of Seward, parallels the 
Resurrection River to the trailhead for our Exit Glacier destination.  In the distance were the 
Resurrection Peaks, and through the valley to the left of the peaks was the historic trail to 
Hope.   
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The road alongside the river was well-maintained pavement and contained very few cars. 
 

 
 

In the distance to the west of the Exit Glacier Road, we could see the final drop of Exit 
Glacier’s three mile, 3,500-foot descent from the 700-square mile Harding Icefield. 
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This massive icefield is the source for over 35 named glaciers, including Exit.  Exit Glacier was 
named by the climbers from the first documented crossing of the extensive Harding Icefield.  
The name was derived from this glacier being a good way to exit the Harding Icefield.  
Interestingly, the first documented crossing of the Harding Icefield didn’t occur until 1968.  
From the trail leading to the terminus of Exit Glacier, Bear Glacier, one of the 35 named 
Harding Icefield glaciers, can be seen in the distance. 
 

 
 

Near the end of the trail, we saw visitors having a close look at the edge of Exit Glacier. 
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On the way back to the parking lot for the trail, we happened to glance up at what at first 
seemed to be small patches of snow high on a nearby bare mountainside.  When the four 
patches started to move, we knew that they were in reality mountain goats. 
 

 
 

By the time we arrived in Seward, the last tour boat was just making its way across 
Resurrection Bay on its way back to the dock. 
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We ate dinner at a waterfront restaurant overlooking the myriad of boats in Seward Harbor. 
 

 
 

Like so many businesses in Alaska in late summer, the restaurant was due to close for the 
season in two days.  One day later, and we could have eaten for half price. 
 
We were starting to feel the strain of too many adventures packed into one day, but on the way 
back to Anchorage, we paused long enough to capture an image from Sawmill Lake of the last 
daylight blush on Bench Peak. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 

BEAVER CREEK 
 

 
The sign of any successful trip is reluctance to leave.  So it was when we left Anchorage and 
retraced our route on the Glenn Highway past the Matanuska Glacier and one last view of the 
Talkeetna Mountains which had anchored so many of our journeys in mainland Alaska. 
 

 
 

By afternoon, on-and-off rain showers seemed to shadow our progress through Tok and back 
onto the Alaska Highway.  Just as we were about to leave Alaska and enter Canada’s Yukon 
Territory, a daytime substitute for the Northern Lights we had failed to see bid us farewell. 
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Slightly before the International Border Crossing, we were slowed to a checkpoint where a 
man sitting under a small umbrella recorded our answers to a hunting-related questionnaire.  
It’s hard not to simultaneously laugh and cry when asked whether you have harvested any 
animals while in Alaska.  Since when did animals become crops, and if they are one and the 
same, who does the replanting? 
 
It was early evening by the time we cleared Customs, and we were somewhat concerned that 
the Alaska Highway had suddenly turned to dirt and gravel.  Because of the relatively-high 
elevation and the exceedingly-cold winter temperatures, pavement of any sort in this area is 
quick to deteriorate.  Fortunately, hard surface returned in about ten miles, and we were able 
to drive without incident to Beaver Creek.  Along the way, we saw several derelict roadhouses 
bearing “Lodge” in their name, but the land along this portion of the Alaska Highway is at best 
inhospitable to human habitation.  It is more than 600 miles from Anchorage to Haines 
Junction, Yukon Territory, so the sane choice is Beaver Creek at about 430 miles.  For 
travelers depending on lodging, as opposed to camping, there are literally no other acceptable 
alternatives.  Fortunately, Beaver Creek has four places to stay, and only one of them, the 
Westmark Inn, was closed for the season at our scheduled time of arrival.  Not wanting to 
sleep in our car, we had made advanced reservations at the Mile 1202 Motor Inn, because it 
had advertised that it was open year round.  When we arrived, however, we learned that room 
37 which we had been promised had been given to another guest.  Just enough irritation 
seasoned with blind optimism led us to leave Mile 1202 Motor Inn and try our luck elsewhere in 
town.  Our first choice was Buckshot Betty’s, a new log structure still in need of a few finishing 
touches, but there were no vacancies.  The sole-remaining alternative was Ida’s Motor Inn and 
a room reminiscent of the Eagle Plains Hotel.  Out of options, we paid our 90-some dollars in 
advance and this time remembered to ask the desk clerk for a hair dryer. 
 
After dumping our gear in the room, we walked across the wide dirt road to Buckshot Betty’s 
for dinner.  All but one dimly-lit table in the back was taken, so we settled in to wait to be 
served.  To our dismay, only the woman we presumed to be Betty and the cook in the kitchen 
were running the restaurant.  In fact, Betty was a marvel of ingenuity, a model of cheerfulness, 
and a multi-tasker bar none.  All of the locals seemed to know her, and she was equally 
pleasant to all.  The food wasn’t bad, the prices were as expected a little on the high side, but 
Betty’s work ethic and all-around bright outlook had us from the start.  She was probably 30-
something in age, but there was a sense of adventure and determination in her demeanor that 
will definitely bring us back.  Here’s hoping that she makes a go of her business venture on the 
road through the wilderness. 
 
The morning’s walk across the street to Betty’s left no doubt that winter was on a fast track to 
arrive.  The temperature was well below freezing, and windshields needed to be scraped.  All 
of the locals’ vehicles had electrical cords with plugs hanging from their grills, no doubt a 
necessity during mid-winter to keep the engine blocks from freezing.  The breakfast was quite 
tasty, and we added a few northern-slanted children’s books to our bill.  The sum was near the 
total of our cash reserves, so we opted to pay with a credit card.  It would have been better to 
use the cash.  For 15 minutes, even Betty couldn’t get the credit card machine to authorize our 
purchase.  Apparently, the phone lines were sluggish, so we ended up paying with cash 
anyway.   
 
We learned the following month when we opened our credit card statement that the purchase 
had eventually been authorized, and we had paid twice.  Even so, we don’t hold it against 
Betty, and besides, if you have the receipt, it is not that hard to have mistakes corrected. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

 

KLUANE MAGIC 
 
The first 75 miles or so south of Beaver Creek were driven in heavy fog and light snow.  Lakes 
and ponds alongside the road already were coated with a thin layer of ice.  When the fog and 
low clouds finally lifted, the snow-capped peaks of the Saint Elias Mountains came into view. 
 

 
 

To the east of these mountains, Kluane Lake spread across most of the valley floor. 
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The relatively-recent history of Kluane (big fish) Lake’s nomadic Tutchone people of the wolf 
and raven clans, or even the start of a short-lived and eventually unprofitable gold strike by 
Dawson Charlie (one of the prospectors of the Klondike Gold Strike) on July 4, 1903, are far 
outweighed by what happened to Kluane Lake 300 to 400 years ago.  At that time, the 
Kaskawulsh Glacier expanded across the Slims River and blocked the lake’s outflow to the 
Pacific Ocean 140 miles away.  The water level then rose more than 30 feet, and a new 
channel was formed linking the lake to the Yukon River.  The new drainage route for the lake 
no longer terminated in the Pacific Ocean.  Instead of emptying into the Gulf of Alaska, the 
lake has ever since drained into the Bering Sea of the Arctic Ocean.  The new route is an 
astonishing ten times longer than the old one.  In the bucket list for our next trip to the area, we 
plan to locate and document with photos the above-described changes.  Also, there is the 
question of global warming and receding glaciers.  Could Kluane’s outflow be reversed again? 
 
The drive from Kluane Lake to Haines Junction rivals Alberta’s Icefields Parkway which we 
traveled in the early days of our journey.  The road is never far from the St. Elias Mountains, 
and around every bend there is yet another stunning view. 
 

 
 

At Haines Junction, we would have continued south to the Alaskan seaport of Haines and then 
taken the ferry to Skagway, Alaska, if the ferry linking the two cities hadn’t closed for the 
season.  Another item for the next trip’s bucket list, should we be lucky enough to win the 
Denali Road Lottery again, is to start the journey home directly from Denali.  Day trips from 
Anchorage could be done before visiting Denali National Park.  The simple truth is that lots of 
tourist-related businesses close for the season by the third week in September, so unless you 
are camping, the end of September should be saved for the dash home. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
 

KLONDIKE GOLD 
 
Ferry or no ferry, we weren’t going to be deterred from driving to Skagway.  After once again 
passing through Whitehorse, we veered to the right off the Alaska Highway to join the 
Klondike Highway (completed in 1978).  Skagway and Dyea, the nearby town slightly farther 
north on the Taiya Inlet of the Gulf of Alaska, became the main jumping-off points for the so-
called “stampeders” of the famous 1896 Klondike gold strike, over 500 miles to the north, near 
Dawson City in the Yukon Territory of Canada.  Earlier on our journey, we had walked the 
streets of Dawson City, so it was with a great deal of enthusiasm that we set off to see the 
starting point for one of history’s greatest endurance contests based on the gamble of striking 
it rich. 
 
In the summer of 1897, thousands of would-be-millionaire miners tediously made their way up 
White Pass out of Skagway and Chilkoot Pass out of Dyea in pursuit of gold.  In late 
September 2011, we were reversing their journey in the comfort of our car by traveling on the 
golden tree-lined Klondike Highway.  The first stop along the way was to view a faint rainbow 
fragment touching down on Bove Island of Tagish Lake, Yukon Territory. 
 

 
 
Once over White Pass or Chilkoot Pass, the stampeders built barges to traverse the many 
lakes between them and the Yukon River.  Bennett Lake, Summit Lake, Tutshi Lake, and 
Taglish Lake were all part of the fresh water roadway to the Yukon River Highway leading to 
Dawson City. 
 
The climb up from sea level to roughly 3,000 feet would have been hard enough, but once the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police determined that many of the prospectors were ill-equipped to 
survive the often harsh Canadian climate, stampeders were prohibited from entering Canada 
without at least one ton of provisions (the amount determined sufficient for one year).  Scales  
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were set up at the base of Chilkoot and White Pass, and the would-be miners had to make up 
to 40 trips up and back to get all of their provisions to the summit.  Some of the men realized 
that the trip might be too grueling for them to survive, so they set up businesses in Skagway  
and Dyea to sell stampeders what they needed.  There were even enterprises established to 
transport a stampeder’s required one ton of provisions up to the summit via the “Golden Stairs” 
(the name given the trail to Chilkoot Pass).  You have to wonder if the gold in Golden Stairs 
referred to the hoped-for riches of the miners, or the fees charged by the entrepreneurs who 
transported some of those prospectors’ provisions up the grades.  In the 1898 photo below, the 
scales for weighing stampeders’ goods are at the bottom of the image, the Golden Stairs of 
Chilkoot Pass are on the left, and Pederson Pass is on the right. 
 

 
 

To put things in perspective, there is another summit beyond the one pictured above, 
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And the top of this summit is only half way to Chilkoot Pass!  By June of 1898, the population 
of Skagway had risen to an estimated 10,000 people, making it the largest city in Alaska. 
 
As we made our way to Skagway, several more of the stampeders’ fresh-water-highway lakes 
came into view.  The first of these lakes was Windy Arm of Taglish Lake. 
 

 
 

The second lake was Tutshi Lake. 
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The third lake was Goat Lake, with the Sawtooth Range in the background. 
 

 
 

Looking closely at the photo of Goat Lake above, it is hard to imagine how a railroad could be 
built even today on what amounts to nearly solid rock.  Factor in a 3,000-foot gain in elevation 
in only 20 miles and grades up to 3.9%, and the job becomes impossible squared.  Yet build a 
railroad they did.  Using American engineering, British financing, and Canadian contracting, 
the 110-mile narrow-gauge railroad was completed on July 29, 1900.  After that, the would-be 
miners could ride all the way to Whitehorse to link up with the Yukon River.  Just over White 
Pass at Clifton, Yukon Territory, dual tracks allow two trains to pass in opposite directions. 
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The built-in snow plow on the front of one of the engines is itself an impressive feat of 
engineering. 
 

 
 
As we started down the 3,000-foot descent from White Pass to Skagway, a well-carved sign 
welcomed us back to Alaska. 
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Modern downtown Skagway has an overall look not dissimilar to Dawson City in the Klondike 
area of the Yukon Territory, Canada - a not surprising conclusion given that they both came 
into existence as a result of the same gold rush. 
 

 
 
But even if the gold rush had never been, the natural beauty of Skagway’s setting on the 
mountain-rimmed Taiya Inlet would likely have led to a town being founded at this spot. 
 

 
 

About 750,000 tourists, mostly from cruise ships, visit Skagway each year, and the White Pass 
and Yukon Route Railroad still operates its trains in and around Skagway each summer. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

 

CASSIAR CONNECTION 
 
The early-morning retrace of the Klondike Highway was just as beautiful in the opposite 
direction as when we had been traveling south.  By using a shortcut, we were able to avoid 
having to go all the way back to Whitehorse to link up with the Alaska Highway.  The plan was 
to follow the Alaska Highway east to its junction with the Cassiar Highway, and then proceed 
south on the Cassiar to Dease Lake.  Many improvements have been made to the Cassiar in 
the last several years.  The road was originally built for the usual British Columbia reasons:  
logging and mining.  As such, large sections used to be unpaved, and potholes, particularly in 
the northern portions of the highway, were numerous and deep.  These days, the entire length, 
with the exception of a few construction zones, is paved.  Sometimes the Cassiar is referred to 
as the Western Alaska Highway, because it offers the only alternative to get from the lower 48 
states to Alaska, but technically speaking, there is really only one road properly called the 
Alaska Highway.  We elected to travel the Cassiar for our return trip, because sections of the 
highway go through areas of astonishing beauty.  As if to prove our rationale, we were treated 
to a black bear in brown clothing browsing on grass alongside the road.  Like the Stone sheep 
we had seen near Muncho Lake, this bear came with a bright backdrop of fall colors. 
 

 
 
Despite the promise of stunning landscapes and the very real appearance of a colorful bear, 
our choice to travel the Cassiar wasn’t without the considerable risk of incredibly-long detours.  
Approximately 270 miles south of the Cassiar’s junction with the Alaska Highway, there is a 
section frequently flooded by streams approaching the highway at right angles.  For years, 
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British Columbia road crews have been trying to scour-out the offending watersheds and 
improve the culverts carrying heavy rain run-off under the highway, but to date, nature has had  
the upper hand.  The worry about making the commitment to travel south 265 miles to the Bob 
Quinn Yard on the Cassiar is that you may find out when you get there that the highway has 
been closed and that you will then have to detour 265 miles back to the Alaska Highway before 
continuing on your way home.  That very scenario happened to us in the spring of 2009. 
 
We knew that the Cassiar had been closed for two weeks near the beginning of our trip to the 
Far North, and that it was only going to be open after that for pilot-car-led south-bound 
convoys on the even hours.  Still, we decided to roll the dice.  Surely history wouldn’t repeat 
itself by forcing us into another 700-mile lengthening of our return trip home.  So off we went, 
full of optimism and a little bit of trepidation. 
 
Our optimism was tempered somewhat when we finally made it to Dease Lake for dinner and 
lodging.  A waitress in the best looking of two observed cafés told us that they were out of 
food, a concept we had a hard time wrapping our minds around, since the café was adjacent to 
a fully-stocked grocery store.  She also told us off the record that the food at the other 
restaurant in town was not likely to meet our standards.  Not wishing to go without dinner, we 
went against the advice and gave the restaurant named simply “Restaurant” a try.  Suffice it to 
say that what we ordered they didn’t have, and what they had, we couldn’t eat.  There was one 
more thing.  The bill was exorbitant, and even though we only had a few bites of the so-called 
dinner, we still had to pay in full.  It was a good thing that we had learned to travel with snacks 
in the car; otherwise, we would have gone to bed hungry. 
 
The next morning, we were up before dawn for a carefully planned drive to the staging area for 
the construction pilot-car escort.  Obviously we didn’t want to arrive just after our hoped-for 
10:00 A.M. escort, but neither did we want to have to wait for a long time in the staging area at 
the Bob Quinn so-called Airport.  The usual good weather of our trip so far had given way to 
what tends to happen frequently in a temperate rain forest.  In the back of our minds, there 
was the worry that the watersheds would once again unleash their fury on the hapless 
highway.  As it turned out, there was no need for alarm.  We arrived at the staging area about 
20 minutes before 10:00 A.M., and the rain never increased sufficiently to pose any danger.  
The amount of equipment being employed to dissuade the streams and rivers from assaulting 
the highway was truly impressive, but unlikely sufficient.  Our best advice is to travel the 
Cassiar during the dry season, or stick to the Alaska Highway when traveling to and from the 
Far North. 
 
We were getting close to home, considering how far we had traveled.  All that was left was an 
overnight in Prince George and a long drive the next day to the Frazier River and Trans 
Canada Highway 1 leading to Vancouver.  We would turn off at the Sumas, Washington, 
border crossing, and then drive through the farm lands of Whatcom County to our home in 
South Bellingham.  It would be good to be home, it always is, but first we needed to do one 
more thing to celebrate the scenic wonders of the Far North. 
 
A short distance off of the Cassiar Highway (37) on Highway 37A to Stewart, British Columbia, 
and adjacent Hyder, Alaska, we treated ourselves to one last glacier struggling to hang on in 
the new world of human-driven global warming.   
 
Bear Glacier on the B.C. side of the border with southeastern Alaska is far smaller than its  
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relatives to the north, but its ice is no less impressive.  To us, Bear Glacier and all the other  
glaciers we were privileged to see on our journey symbolize the power and natural beauty of  
the Far North.  Like the glaciers, we need to do our best to hang on.  For us as a species, we  
need to choose to protect the wonders of this world that we have not already ruined by 
exploitation and greed.  Our journey to the Far North ended with Bear Glacier, but our sense of 
wonder and passion for the northern sights is just beginning. 
 

 
 

Although there is no definitive version of Chief Seattle's 1854 speech, all versions capture his 
reverence for the natural world and challenge those who would exploit the resources, plants, 
and animals of the land to give their destructive perspective more thought.  Copied in part 
below are the Chief's guiding words: 
 
“How can you buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land?  The idea is strange to us. 
 
If we do not own the freshness of the air and the sparkle of the water, how can you buy them? 
Every part of this earth is sacred to my people.  Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, 
every mist in the dark woods, every clearing and humming insect is holy in the memory and 
experience of my people.  The sap which courses through the trees carries the memories of 
the red man.   
 
The white man’s dead forget the country of their birth when they go to walk among the stars.  
Our dead never forget this beautiful earth, for it is the mother of the red man.  We are part of 
the earth and it is part of us.  The perfumed flowers are our sisters, the deer, the horse, the 
great eagle, these are our brothers.  The rocky crests, the juices in the meadows, the body 
heat of the pony, and man – all belong to the same family.” 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

THE LOST PATROL 
 

In 1904, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police began to send patrols into the north to keep the 
law in the new frontier and to protect Canadian interests.  Dog sled patrols were a way the 
RCMP established remote outposts. 

On December 21, 1910, four men from the Northwest Mounted Police left Fort McPherson, 
Northern Territories, on routine patrol to Dawson City, Yukon Territory, about 620 miles away.  
They had 15 dogs, three sleds, and enough food for 30 days.  They carried mail and official 
communications, and the patrol was led by Inspector Francis J. Fitzgerald and included 
Constables G. F. Kinney and R.O.H. Taylor, along with a guide, Special Constable Sam 
Carter.  They never made it to Dawson City, and the trip became known as “The Lost Patrol.” 

The men did not question whether they would make it to their destination.  They successfully 
completed the first leg of their journey and hired First Nations guide Esu George to lead them 
successfully through the next section.  Inspector Fitzgerald then let George go, trusting in 
Carter to lead the patrol to their destination.  However, Carter had been on only one patrol and 
had been going in the opposite direction, from Dawson City to Fort McPherson. By January 12, 
1911, the patrol was lost, as Carter was unable to find Forrest Creek which would have led the 
patrol to Dawson City.  Inspector Fitzgerald wrote in his journal:  “My last hope is gone.  I 
should not have taken Carter’s word that he knew the way from the Little Wind River.”  Since 
they had only four days of food left, the patrol reversed their trail, hoping to return to Fort 
McPherson.   

When they had not arrived in Dawson City by late February, an expedition was sent out to find 
them.  Corporal William John Dempster, for whom the highway is named, headed the search, 
and he was accompanied by a noted Metis Indian tracker, Charles Stewart, along with ex-
Constable Frederick Turner and Constable Jerry Fyfe.  

On March 21-22, 1911, all four bodies were found.  The men had been unable to locate the 
pass over the Richardson Mountains, had run out of food, and had all frozen to death, except 
for one man who shot himself.  They were within 26 miles of Fort McPherson from whence 
they started and had endured 53 days of hardship, including bitter cold, deep snow, and raging 
winds. 

All four men were buried in the Fort McPherson cemetery on March 28, 1911.  In 1938, the 
graves were cemented over into one large tomb, with cement posts at the four corners 
connected by a chain.  In the center is a memorial to the Royal Northwest Mounted Police 
Patrol of 1910. 

After this tragedy, future patrols always hired a First Nations guide, and cabins and food 
caches were established along the trail.  The Forrest Creek Trail was clearly marked so that it 
would not be missed again.   

Xerox copies of photographs of the men and dogs from the Lost Patrol are found in the dining 
room of the Eagle Plains Hotel.  Some photographs of the hotel's copies can be found on the 
following page. 
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COPIES OF HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

FROM EAGLE PLAINS HOTEL DINING ROOM 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

VEHICLE PREPARATION 

 

Preparing our 2010 Lexus 450h for the trip began about a week before departure.  We were 
concerned that we might have a flat tire while driving on the notorious Dempster Highway or 
when we were in the back country, far from civilization and a tire repair shop.  We also wanted 
to be prepared in case one of us got hurt, or in case the vehicle needed patching; i.e., broken 
water hose, oil leak, etc. 

Tire/Wheel-related Items: 

 Full-size wheel and 19” spare tire (19" is not a common size) to replace the so-called 
“doughnut” spare that came with our car 

 Small compressor for inflating tires 
 Hydraulic bottle jack 
 Slime Emergency Tire Repair Pump and Aerosol Kit 
 Torque wrench 

 
Tools: 

 Cross spanner lug wrench 
 Pliers and wire cutters 
 Screwdriver assortment 
 Metric socket wrench 
 Crescent wrench 
 Oil filter and wrench 
 Socket and spanner for oil drain plug 

 
Miscellaneous: 

 Emergency reflectors 
 First Aid Kit with extra bandages 
 Clean up rags 
 Hose clamps 
 Nylon towing straps 
 Duct tape and electrician’s tape 
 Bailing wire 
 Bungy cords 
 7 quarts Mobil 0-20 weight oil 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

EXPENDITURES & TRIP STATISTICS 

 

We decided to keep track of every expenditure for our Far North 8,840 mile trip.  We were 
surprised to find that we averaged $263.08 per day for the 28 days we were away from home, 
but the trip was worth every American and Canadian penny spent! 

 

Vehicle-Related Expenses and Statistics: 

Gasoline cost: .......................................................................................................... $1,597.38 

Total gallons of gasoline: ..............................................................................................330.30 

Total miles traveled: .................................................................................................. 8,840.00 

Average price per gallon:................................................................................................$4.83 

Average miles per gallon: ...............................................................................................26.76 

Cost of gasoline per mile: ...............................................................................................$0.18 

Average miles traveled per day (19 days total) between lodging sites: ........................372.79 

Average miles traveled per day for day trips when didn't change lodging: ................... 158.67  

 

Other Expenses: 

Food: ....................................................................................................................... $1,602.00 

Lodging: ................................................................................................................... $3,046.73 

Air Travel to Tuk: ........................................................................................................ $840.00 

Miscellaneous: ............................................................................................................ $280.01 

 

Total Cost of Trip ................................................................................................... $7,366.12 
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